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Words from the Chief
of Party, Civil Society:
Mutual Accountability
Project
It is my immense pleasure in
bringing to you yet another
issue of the Civil Society:
Mutual Accountability
Project (CS:MAP) monthly
newsletter. I sincerely hope
that this 24th issue will help
us reflect upon activities and
achievements from the
month of September 2019,
share with and learn from
one another, cherish the
collective results that we
have achieved this far, and
aspire to do more towards
advancing the Nepali public
interest. This issue also
covers CS:MAP activities
organized to commemorate
International Right to Know
Day. As with the earlier
issues, we anticipate that
you will enjoy going
through this edition, and
provide feedback on making
future editions even more
interesting and fruitful.
Happy Reading!
Happy Holidays!
Bishnu Sapkota
Chief of Party, CS:MAP;
Country Director, FHI 360
Nepal

Strengthening Enabling Environment for Civil Society and Media
Organizations in Nepal
Campaigners Submit Memorandum to the Prime Minister
GoGo Foundation in collaboration with other CS:MAP partner organizations
staged a rally with banners and placard to mark the International Right to
Know Day also known as Internal Day for the Universal Access to
Information on September 28, 2019. The main objective of the campaign was
to raise the awareness among the citizens about right to information and
process for seeking and obtaining the information that matters to the citizens.
With the theme ‘Leaving No One Behind’, the rally started from Bhrikuti
Mandap, went around Ratna Park and ended in a corner meeting at Bhrikuti
Mandap. Tara Nath Dahal, Executive Director of Freedom Forum thanked
the enthusiasts including RTI campaigners, students, academicians,
journalists and human rights defenders for taking part in the rally and making
it a success.

Ram Subedi, General Secretary of NGO Federation, also spoke about the
importance of RTI. The RTI is the corner stone of democratic society and
every citizen has the inalienable right to know about the issue of public
interest. Except the issue of national importance, the government should not
hesitate to provide the information to the citizens upon request, he said.
Besides, as part of the campaign, awareness-raising activities through social
media was carried out. The campaign also collaborated with the mass media,
developed and distributed the leaflets containing the basic information about

the RTI and its significance in consolidating democracy. An 'RTI Mobile Clinic' went around the city (including
Baneshwor, Ratna Park, Pulchowk, Jawalakhel, Patan Durbar Square and Tripureshwor areas) informing citizens
on access to information. The campaign also developed a memorandum and handed it over to the Prime Minister
through Chief Secretary of the Government of Nepal. Over 300 campaigners including students, civil society
leaders, academicians, human rights defenders and journalists took part in the event held in Kathmandu. In addition
to this, CS:MAP local civil society organizations (CSOs) partners conducted various activities including handing
over the memorandum to the government officials in the districts they are working.
Locally Elected Women Representatives Oriented to RTI
Commemorating the International Day for Universal Access to Information, Samjhauta Nepal and Media Advocacy
Group (MAG) held an interaction on Right to Information (RTI) with locally elected women representatives of
Kathmandu Metropolis and Lalitpur Sub-metropolis and the
municipalities of Kathmandu and Lalitpur districts on September 29,
2019 at Pulchowk, Lalitpur. Aimed at enabling the women to exercise
their right of access to information by supporting solicitations, the
event was an effort to address the problem in information flow.
The discussion mainly focused on the challenges faced by women in
obtaining information on progress and programs taking place in their
constituencies, the concept of RTI and the process of filing an RTI
application followed by queries on cost and legal implications. The
interaction helped the women representatives to understand the
concept of RTI and informed them on the format, process and
procedure of filing an application for getting information from concerned authorities. Altogether 45 locally elected
women representatives participated in the interaction.
Parliamentarians Interact on CSOs-related Bills from GESI Lens
Samjhauta Nepal and Media Advocacy Group (MAG) organized a dialogue on CSOs-related Bills from GESI lens
on September 27, 2019 in view of the submission of CSOs-related Bills to the federal parliament through Nepal
Law Commission (NLC). On behalf of CSOs, NGO Federation of
Nepal (NFN) president reviewed the CSOs Bills related to
Registration, Operation and Renewal from the perspective of
freedoms of association and expression and highlighted major gaps
and concerns. While GESI expert emphasized that the Bills should
adhere to proportionate, inclusive and participatory principles as
guaranteed by the constitution.
Tshering Dorje Lama, Member of Province 3, said though the
province has already passed CSO Registration Act, 2018 but there
still remained room for amendments. CSO representatives reiterated
that CSOs Act should facilitate but not control CSOs. Held amid the presence of parliamentarians, officials of NLC,
representatives of CSOs and NFN and media professionals, there were altogether 43 participants (female 22) in the
program.
GESI Minimum Standards Orientation to Locally Elected Representatives
Samjhauta Nepal and MAG organized an orientation to Gender and Social Inclusion (GESI) Minimum Standards
for locally elected representatives of Kathmandu and Lalitpur Municipalities on September 22, 2019 in Pulchowk.
The objective was to orient them to minimum standards to be followed while drafting, developing and reviewing
laws and policies.

……

The orientation focused on conceptual clarity and common
understanding of GESI and its importance in addressing disparity,
marginalization and exclusion and GESI provisions by the state.
Presentation on GESI Minimum Standards mainly discussed about five
key areas that lawmakers and policymakers should pay attention to
ensure GESI in all the stages of formulation process and contents. The
areas were objective, formulation process, contents, implementation and
monitoring and evaluation. Altogether 29 participants (female 28)
participated in the orientation.
Civil Society and Media Engagement with Government for Effective Public Resource Use and Service
Delivery
Political Parties Assure Affected People of Providing Compensation
It has been years that the owners of 2,100 ropanis (1,068,333 sq. meter) land of Aarughat, Gorkha district have
neither been able to sell their property nor mortgage their property, nor got any compensation from the government
as pledged earlier. Out of total 58,513 ropanis (29,767,298.49 sq. meter) of land, the Budhigandaki Hydropower
Project (BHP) has provided compensation of 44,293 ropanis of (22,533,177.89 sq. meter) land, and is providing
compensation of 11,759 ropanis soon, but it is uncertain
whether the owners of 2,100 ropanis (1,068,333 sq. meter)
of land will be compensated or not.
The BHP was expected to be completed within eight years.
But it has been 11 years and the project could still not pay
compensation of the land in Aarughat acquired by it.
Realizing the pain of the local people, Nagarik Sajha Sawal
of Gorkha in coordination with Society for Humanism
(SOCH) Nepal decided to conduct Sajha Sabha inviting
federal minister, BHP committee chief, chief district
officer, local authorities, affected people, local leaders,
journalists and CSO representatives on September 21,
2019.
Dev Prasad Timalsina, Federal Parliamentarian and Member of
Agriculture, Cooperative and Natural Resource Committee, Sital Babu
Regmi, former Secretary at the Energy Ministry, Lekha Bahadur
Thapa, Minister for Agriculture, Cooperative and Land Management,
Hari Sharan Acharya, Provincial Parliamentarian, Krishna Karki, Chief
of BHP, Ashok Kumar Gurung, DCC Chair, Purna Bahadur Dahal,
Chair of Aarughat gaunpalika, Ishwor Pandey, the Chair of Bhimsen
gaunpalika and affected people, journalists and CSO representatives
participated in the meeting.
Parliamentarians, local political leaders and provincial minister assured the local people of resolving the problem
as soon as possible. The news was widely published by national, district and provincial newspapers, television and
radios, which also pressurized government to act urgently. Three local political parties including the Nepal
Communist Party and the Nepali Congress Party issued separate press releases to address the problem.

Civil Society Submits Memorandum to Reduce Arrears
Civil society organizations in Arghakhanchi, in coordination with Integrated Rural Development Society (IRDS)
jointly submitted a memorandum to Chief of the District Administrative Office and District Coordination
Committee (DCC) on September 24, 2019 to draw their attention to increasing arrears.
Figures at District Treasury Controller Office show that arrears at the local
government in FY 2018/19 stands at Rs 160 million. Rising arrears at the
local governments is a challenge to good governance and accountability.
Civil society activist Him Bahadur Lekali said that all the local level
governments and service providers should be responsible for reducing
arrears in the district. Pitamber Sharma, chair of DCC, said that they would
discuss the issue during the monthly meetings at the local level and try their
best to reduce it.
Assistant Chief District Officer Bikram Thapa also pledged to minimize
arrears. “We are also launching a campaign for a zero tolerance against
arrears and corruption,” said Thapa. In what comes as a positive indication
is that Malarani gaunpalika has settled NRs 1.5 million, Bhumikasthan Municipality settled around Rs 47,000 until
now as per the record of District Treasury Controller Office in Arghakhanchi.
Sajha Sabha Inspires People to Improve Governance
Development Exchange Center (DEC) Nepal organized a Sajha Sabha in coordination with Manahari gaunpalika
in Makawanpur on September 17, 2019 on the premises of the gaunpalika office. The Sajha Sabha chaired by Ek
Raj Upreti, Chairperson of the gaunpalika, had Om Bahadur Ghalan, member of Provincial Assembly of Province
3 as the chief guest. Project Director of DEC Nepal presented on CS:MAP and its focus. Common Assembly (CA)
coordinators presented Health, Education, Agriculture and Disaster Risk Reduction (HEAD)-related issues and
progress and achievements of CA.
The Sajha Sabha focused on HEAD-related issues and other common
issues raised by the participants. Local peoples raised the issues of
medical insurance, free medicine, drinking water, problems faced by
the local people of Manahari due to misbehave of Chitwan national
park security, seeds, market management and problem of roads.
Provincial Assembly member Ghalan clarified on some of the local
issues and committed to support from the provincial level such as
management and upgrading of road and construction of bridge. Ramila
Sapkota, Vice Chair of NGO Federation of Nepal District Chapter
emphasized on the role of local government in solving problems and people's participation in development work
from planning to monitoring. The chairperson of the gaunpalika Ek Raj Upreti committed to solve the problems
including medical insurance, and management of health staff, monitoring of distribution of seeds.
DEC Nepal also organized similar event on September 29, 2019 in Dhadingbesi, the district headquarters of
Dhading in which a total of 85 people including Khem Prasad Lohani, member of Federal Parliament, Ram Kumar
Adhikari, Jagat Simkhada and Raja Ram Karki, members of Provincial Parliament of Province 3 participated.
Civic Discussion on Rising Arrears in Kavre District
Samudayik Sarathi organized an interaction on the issue of increasing arrears in Kavre district on August 29, 2019.
Skyrocketing arrears in local, provincial and federal government agencies has been a serious accountability issue
in recent years. The 56th Annual Report of the Office of the Auditor General highlighted that the arrears, of the

total audited agencies, during fiscal 2017-18 rose by 36.7 per cent, to Rs 683 billion, compared to the previous
fiscal 2016-17, when the arrears were Rs 500 billion.
Provincial governments appear to have recorded more arrears (Rs
190 billion) than those of the federal government (Rs 106 billion).
The local governments have arrears of Rs 24 billion.
Participants in the interaction showed concern over rising arrears in
the district. Bimala KC, deputy mayor of Dhulikhel Municipality,
said that growing arrears is an issue of accountability which occurs
due to lack of knowledge on account keeping. Laxmi Danuwar,
deputy mayor of Panchkhaal Municipality said that the municipality
had already taken steps to address the growing arrears. Civil society
activist Krishna Piyari made a presentation on arrears of Kavre
district.
Local Government Pledge to Reduce Arears
District Coordination Committee (DDC) Nuwakot organized an interaction on 'Controlling Arears at Local Level'
on September 30, 2019. Community Development Centre (CDC) - Nepal provided technical support to organize
and facilitate the interaction. The main objectives of the interaction were to discuss openly on the arears, process
of procurement, decision-making process, planning and
implementation process of the local government, controlling
mechanism/system of gaunpalika, etc. After the discussion on arears,
gaunpalika chairpersons, vice chairpersons and staff committed to
control the unsettled budget of the gaunpalika.
Chaired by DCC chairperson Santa Man Tamang, a total of 33 people
(female 7) including gaunpalika chairpersons, vice chairpersons, chief
administrative officer, and admin and finance officer of respective
gaunpalikas, journalists and CSO representatives participated in the
program. The local government pledged to prepare action plan to
reduce arears, implement local policies and provisions, formulate new
policies as per people's need and establish third-party monitoring system to control arears. Meanwhile, civil society
in Dhading and Makawanpur districts discussed on the importance of Open Government Partnership and minimum
standards for CSOs in their districts and developed a road map.
An RTI Leads to Policy Draft on Stray Animal Management
Laxmi Tiwari, a right to information (RTI) activist of Information and Human Rights Research Centre (IHRC)
Banke filed an RTI case at Nepalgunj Sub-metropolis to manage
stray cattle as the cattle have been a cause for a number of road
accidents in Nepalgunj. Basically, stray cows have been creating
problems in almost every section of the roads, destroying crops,
and frightening children.
The issue was raised at civic interactions, discussions and mass
media also picked the issue up. There were numerous news
reports on the disturbance and road accidents caused by those
stray animals. People started complaining about the stray animals
to Nepalgunj Sub-metropolis. Pressure began mounting on the

Sub-metropolis from different sectors. Then the Sub-metropolis in coordination with the civil society and other
stakeholders built a shed for stray cattle.
As a result, the shed got overcrowded with about 1,000 cows. To manage the overcrowded shed, the Sub-metropolis
hired vehicles and shipped hundreds of cows to Dailekh and an incident took place in which many cows died on
the vehicles while they were being transferred to Dailekh. The issue spread like a wildfire and the Sub-metropolis
had to face public wrath, accusing the Sub-metropolis of killing cows. Learning from the incident, the Submetropolis called civil society actors to help it form a policy on stray animals. Biswajeet Tiwari, Chair of IHRC,
has been providing support to the Sub-metropolis to finalize the policy. As a result, ‘Stray Animal Management
Policy has been drafted which is waiting for endorsement by the municipal council.
Community Oversight Helps to Improve Quality of Education
Common Assembly (CA) meeting in Baitadi raised the issues related to quality of education and minimum facilities
in the public schools of Dasharathchand Municipality in Baitadi district. The outcome of the meeting was shared
with the municipality hoping to improve the situation. A committee compromising CA members, representatives
of CSOs and media of the district was formed to monitor the status and share recommendation.
The monitoring committee visited and observed the quality of
education in Ningla Saini Higher Secondary School at Ward no. 2
and Birendra Higher Secondary School at Ward no. 4 of the
municipality. The team focused on physical structure, resources,
teacher and student ratio, provision of sanitary pads, number of
students, availability of educational materials, and distribution of
scholarship to Dalit and other marginalized students among others.
The findings of the monitoring were shared with the schools and
respective Wards and a memorandum was handed over to the
municipality. The municipality committed to improve the quality of education as per the recommendations. As a
result, the municipality made provisions for teacher, assured to activate school management committee and word
toward improving public perception of community schools. Similarly, a joint meeting of parents and teachers were
also convened and the Education Unit of the municipality issued notice to all schools in the municipality to improve
the quality of education.
CSO Coalition Conducts Oversight of Health Posts
CSO coalition in Gulmi district carried out two oversight visits in health posts to take stock of health service
delivery. The coalition monitored Gaudakot Health Post of Gulmidurbar gaunpalika on September 19 and
Kharjyang Health Post on September 22, 2019. During the visit, it was found that equipment were now adequate to
smoothly operate birthing center at Kharjyang Health Post.
Similarly, it was found that lab and birthing center had to be
established at Gaudakot Health Post, meeting of Health Post
Management Committee had to be regularized. Despite this, both
health posts are better equipped in term of availability of free
medicines compared to past and operation of health camps in remote
areas was beneficial to women, children and senior citizens. People
seem satisfied with programs such as women's uterus testing, free
health checkup of senior citizens at their doorstep, distribution of
medicines to patients, and information being provided to teenagers
on reproductive health issues.

Application of Community Score Card Improves Service Delivery of Health Posts
Samudayik Sarathi conducted the second round of Community Score Card (CSC) in Panauti Health Post in Kavre
and Chaku Health Post in Sindhupalchowk districts. Application of the CSC aimed at improving the quality of
public services by identifying strengths and weakness in the service
delivery system. Participants said that health posts staff have become more
friendly, come to office on time and stayed throughout the office hour,
increased quantity of free medicines, maintained cleanliness and provided
good services to patients. Participants said that the CSC provided them a
forum to assess services through indicators and discuss issues to develop
action plan during the interface.
Likewise, Human Rights Awareness and Development Centre
(HURADEC) Nepal conducted the CSC at a Health Post in Ward no. 2 of
Bhimeshwor Municipality in Dolakha district. The CSC was used to measure the service delivery, status and quality
of the health post. Binita Joshi, on behalf of beneficiary said
health services like immunization, family planning, safe
motherhood were effective. However, lack of medicine and poor
infrastructure hindered them in accessing health services.
Ram Krishna Maskey Health In-charge of the health post, said
the services of health post is good but there is lack of medicine
and physical infrastructure, local government did not allocate
budget for medicine procurement, tools and physical
infrastructure. He claimed that 24-hour birthing center and other
services are effective. Kamala Basnet, deputy mayor of
Bhimeshwor Municipality, appreciated that the CSC card as an
effective tool to assess the services and said the municipality is taking initiation to provide effective health services.
Birajman Shrestha, chair of Ward no. 2 of the Municipality committed to manage the health facilities.
Capacity Building of CSOs and Media
Peer Learning-sharing Enhances Capacity of CSOs
CS:MAP’s partner organizations shared their good practices among themselves focusing on three themes:
advocacy, citizen-government engagement and internal good governance. MITRA Samaj and Nepal National Social
Welfare Association (NNSWA) organized peer learning event on September 8, 2019 in Nepalgunj, Banke district.
Prior to the event, 14 CSO partners of CS:MAP were divided into
‘visiting CSOs’ and ‘host CSOs’. Program Coordinators from seven
CSOs - Sanjeevani Nepal, Media for Development and Social Change
(FMDC), IHRC, Human Rights Protection and Legal Services
(HRPLSC), Indreni Rural Development Centre (IRDC), IRDS and
Sundar Nepal - visited Dang to learn the best practices of Rural
Women Development Center (RWDC) on conducting advocacy.
The team also visited Salyan to learn the best practices in citizengovernment engagement being carried out by HRPLSC. Similarly, the
program coordinators and representatives from board of five CSOs:
DEC-Nepal, HURADEC, SOCH Nepal, Samudayik Sarathi and

Institute of Human Rights Communication Nepal (IHRICON) visited CDC Nepal in Nuwakot to learn about good
internal governance.
The visiting CSOs shared good practices they had learned during the visits through presentations and video clips.
The non-visiting participants (district coordinators) discussed in groups about good practices and presented the key
takeaways that can be replicated in their respective organizations. A total of 45 participants (female 12) participated
in the event.
Besides, in collaboration with district chapters of NGO Federation of Nepal, 13 CSO partners (CDC in Nuwakot,
DEC in Makawanpur, SOCH in Kathmandu, IHRICON in Lalitpur, HURADEC in Dolakha, Samudayik Sarathi in
Kavre, RWDC in Dang, Sundar Nepal in Surkhet, IHRC in Banke, IRDS in Gulmi, HRPLSC in Rukum, FMDC in
Kailali and Sanjeevani in Kanchanpur) organized a half day learning and sharing workshop in September 2019.
The objective of the workshop was to disseminate the effective practices. It helped to develop a culture of learning
and sharing in the district. CS:MAP partner CSOs including other 74 non-CS:MAP CSOs shared their good
practices among 362 participants in 13 events.
Workshop on Human Resources Management and Harassment-free Workplace Held
CS:MAP organized a two-day Capacity Building Workshop for its 12 implementing partner organizations in the
eastern region on September 5-6, 2019 in Kathmandu. Divided into three segments - Harassment Prevention,
Human Resources Management and Administrative and Procurement, the workshop aimed at building institutional
capacity on efficient organization of people and resources and effective financial reporting system and promoting
harassment-free workplace.
The session on Harassment Prevention mainly covered what qualifies as harassment in workplace as per
Harassment-free Workplace Policy of
FHI 360 and how to spot and prevent
harassment at work. The session helped
broaden
the
understanding
of
harassment which was by default
understood as sexual harassment only.
The session explained workplace
harassment extends to anyplace where
work-related activities take place and
can happen to anyone and be spotted
considering the context, location and
situation.
Human Resources Management session focused on the essentials and functions of human resources management
that lead to higher effectiveness and efficiency. It emphasized on following proper recruitment process to have right
person in right position at right time and people management to create healthy working environment. The
administrative session discussed about procurement process and inventory management for effective use of
available resources.
Partner organizations shared the challenges related to financial reporting and documentation and tips to minimize
errors were provided. Value-added tax reconciliation and refund process and significant changes introduced by the
Finance Ordinance 2019-20 were discussed. Similarly, there was a brief discussion on the status and effectiveness
of SharePoint Application. Altogether 24 people including board members and admin/finance personnel
participated in the workshop.

'Mero Palika Mero Chaso' (My local government, my concern)-SMS My Voice campaign held:
SMS My Voice campaign for 2018-2019 titled 'Mero Palika Mero Chaso' concluded on September 13, 2019 with
over 5,679 callers participating in the campaign. Launched on December 8, 2018, this campaign encouraged citizens
participation in the local level planning process as a part of enhancing public participation and oversight through
engagement with the local level representatives. The campaign was promoted through Sajha Boli and Saathi Sanga
Maanka Kura radio programs and Facebook pages of Ma Khaandina campaign, Sajha Boli, MeroReport. Popular
celebrities like former Miss Nepal Malvika Subba were featured in one of the promotional videos shared in the
social media. Equal Access team including the
Community Reporters also promoted this campaign
among Listening Discussion Action Groups
(LDAGs), youth groups, college students and other
community members in the project districts. The
campaign offered Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
system as the primary platform for interaction where
the callers share their experience about participating
in the planning process, listen to other participants'
experiences, or record their concerns related to the
planning process, budget allocation, or other issues
related to public service delivery and utilization of
public resources in their community.
Over the course of 9 months, 5,679 callers (56%
female, 73% youth) participated in the campaign. Though majority of the participants were from the project
districts, there were at least 14% callers who were from beyond the project districts. The analysis of the responses
showed an increased knowledge about the importance of public participation and oversight motivated the callers to
participate in the planning process and citizen engagements in media and ICT tools which ultimately increased their
engagement with the local level representatives.
"We, the members of Buda LDAG in Dailekh participated in the community level gathering of the
planning process, and expressed our voice and opinion. We will also be participating in upcoming
steps of the planning process." (Facilitator, Buda LDAG, Dailekh)
Another significant outcome of the campaign is being to gather support from the elected representative of local level
and province level too. Members of provincial parliament from Province 6 and 7, Ward chairperson and local level
representatives in Dang, Dolakha and other districts appreciated the campaign, and committed to further encourage
more community participation in the planning process. Equal Access will be conducting another campaign in the
upcoming year targeting to improve citizen engagement in media and ICT tools to strengthen public participation
and oversight.
MeroReport, a learning and sharing
platform:
MeroReport, serving as a platform for
sharing, learning, monitoring, and
reporting on crosscutting issues has
witnessed the increased utilization of the
platform as a common space for reporting
on CS:MAP activities undertaken at
national and subnational levels. The
platform with a member of 2,224
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members, this month posted 157 new blogs with various themes including Health, Education, Agriculture, Disaster
Risk Reduction and cross cutting issues - Youth and GESI. The highest number of posts is from Baitadi district and
the highest number of articles is on Health theme.
Out of 157 blogpost this month, CRs has posted 67.5% blogs, CSO representative posted 8%, trained journalist (IJ
and AMO) posted 23% and CARs posted 1% of the total blog.
Continuation from previous month, there were increasing number of blogs on disallowed expenditures of local
governments. The bloggers have reported on the figures of the disallowed expenditure in their districts. Most of
them reported about the
CR
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Along with this, the members of MeroReport also contributed blogs on the health advocacy and current health
issues affecting people, especially “dengue virus infection”. Over the past few days, a growing number of patients
are being diagnosed with dengue virus infection, and based on that, the bloggers of MeroReport have reported on
the facts and figure of dengue diagnosed in the different districts of Nepal. There are number of blogs highlighting
the precaution and remedies of dengue.
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